Greetings! James here.
As part of our Legacies of the DCAU sneak peek tier on Patreon, we’re going to be making some posts
showcasing the Easter eggs and references we make to the greater DC Animated Universe and beyond, for
each issue. (This PDF was available MONTHS ago if you are a patron!)
Starting with…
#0 - Strange Visions
First off, something interesting about the webcomic’s title and the word “legacies.”
Originally, we planned to call the comic Legends of the DCAU, which remained the title throughout its roughly 3
years of development before we released #0. But a few months prior to the comic’s debut, the CW announced
its upcoming DC Comics television series, Legends of Tomorrow. Clearly, we couldn’t keep ours the same.
“Legends” was originally an homage to the DC Comics title Legends of the DCU, which ran from 1998 to 2001,
and our first logo was even modeled after theirs:

But, it was a blessing in disguise. “Legacies” sounds a bit...cooler, don’t you think? Plus, the webcomic’s
material deals with the past, present, and future legacies of the core cast of the DCAU. So it worked rather well
to change it, in the end, and we wound up instead paying homage to the D
 C Universe: Legacies logo.

Both iterations of the logo utilize the same font family commonly attached to B
 atman: the Animated Series, as
seen here in the logo for the various incarnations of that show. BTAS was the first series in what would
become known as the DC Animated Universe, and it was also the series that introduced Ted and I to the DC
Comics world. So it only made sense to pay tribute.

You’ll also notice our logo changes colors per issue cover/title page, depending on the color palette of the page
and/or the material in the issue.
Now, onto #0…

We begin on a panel of nearly pure white, representing the white entropy of emptiness that is the universe
itself prior to the “Big Bang.” It also references the timestream pollution seen in the J ustice League Unlimited
two-part episode, “The Once and Future Thing.” The subtle glass texture over the white is a hint toward the
next issue, where we find that the Council of the Quintessence is watching and studying the events playing out
in Legacies through a crystal ball.

Elements of “order vs chaos” have historically played important roles in the DC Universe. The Lords of Chaos
and Order have ties to familiar characters such as Dr. Fate, Hawk & Dove, and Captain Marvel. In the S
 TAS
episode “The Hand of Fate,” Karkull even mentions the Lords of Chaos, and the subject is broached by Dr.
Fate again in Justice League’s “The Terror Beyond.”
The remainder of page 1 calls to imagery seen in various DC stories, most notably C
 risis on Infinite Earths and
the direct-to-video animated feature Justice League: Crisis on Two Earths (which was originally set in the
DCAU). Visually, the splitting of the Overvoid is also a nod to the birth of Apokolips and New Genesis, seen in
the Superman episode “Apokolips… Now!” and the multiverse representation was based on a crop circle
image I found when looking for inspiration of unique ways to present the countless Earths.

I’m told the Girl Scouts are to blame.

Next we get references to the matter and anti-matter universes, a concept featured in the DC Universe proper
over the decades. We also get an appearance by the Qwardians, the anti-matter universe’s reflection of our
Guardians of the Universe and the weaponizers of the yellow lanterns.

Our reference to the New Gods would not be complete without a visual homage to Mother Box’s historical
recap in “Apokolips… Now!” (which, interestingly, is an homage in itself to Jack Kirby’s N
 ew Gods #7.)

I wish my hand was a cannon.

Next up, we have references to various ancient civilizations and concepts featured in J ustice League and
Justice League Unlimited, including the Source Wall, Atlantis, and Skartaris.
On the left half of the Source Wall, we have references to classic Jack Kirby created characters like Galactus,
the Silver Surfer (mostly hidden by the caption box), and the "Witch Queen of Ancient Sumeria" from Kirby's
Weird Mystery Tales #1 (1972) and The Batman Adventures Annual #2 (1995).

...and, if you look closely, you’ll spy Lex Luthor and Darkseid in the very bottom left corner, who were put there
after the events of JLU's series finale, according to producer Dwayne McDuffie.

It’s beautiful, isn’t it?

Put a shirt on.

Also of note, for fun, we decided to throw in a sly nod to the original 1978 B
 attlestar Galactica in the phrasing
of the Phantom Stranger’s captions for this segment.

Page 3 features the DCAU origins of each of the founding members of the Justice League. Since each
backstory had to be condensed down into one slim panel, we chose the most iconic imagery we could
conceive per character.
The first is Superman, obviously noting the destruction of Krypton and his lifeboat’s escape.

Probably should get out of there.

Batman’s was ripped right from the iconic Batman: Year One cover depicting the death of the Waynes. In our
version, however, we chose to use chalk outlines as though Bruce had been mourning in Crime Alley for some
time, and of course updated the clothing to match what we see in the flashback in the J ustice League
Unlimited episode “For the Man Who Has Everything.”

At least it wasn’t Jack Napier.

Wonder Woman’s is simply a callback to her first taking the armor from the Temple of Athena on Themyscira in
the Justice League series premiere, “Secret Origins.”

Is she wearing anything under that robe?

The DCAU’s Wally West, not unlike their Kyle Rayner, shares an amalgamated character history with another
comic book version of his character. The West we see throughout this animated universe has an origin that
mimics that of DC’s Barry Allen, the Flash from 1956 to 1985 (and now again since 2011). This origin was
briefly hinted at on screen in the Justice League episode “The Brave and the Bold.”

Bad timing.

John Stewart’s Green Lantern has an origin that is harder to pin down in the DCAU. Though we know various
aspects about his past, and that the Guardians “chose wisely when [they] offered [him] the ring,” we know not
the reasoning nor circumstances involved in his gaining of it. So we settled for the best possible option, simply
showing him accessing a Lantern battery, similar to Kyle Rayner’s induction in S
 TAS.

Delicious!

For Hawkgirl, I originally drew out an entire panel with Hro Talak showing Shayera the hyperspace bypass
plans for which the Thanagarian armada originally sends her to Earth, but then realized, “Wait. Duh. She had
no idea there was a hyperspace bypass at all.” So I redid it to show an imaginary scene of Hro presenting
Shayera with the “go to Earth” plan in the first place.

So many zig-zags on DCAU tech.

Last, but not least, is our resident he-was-called-this-only-one-time Martian Manhunter, J’onn J’onzz. Since his
origin was the primary drive of the plot of “Secret Origins,” it was easy to concoct imagery that would instantly
tell readers “Something’s about to go down on Mars.”

And women are from Venus.

In an issue full of legacy-defining moments for the DCAU, the inclusion of the Justice Lords was a no-brainer.
They were the antagonists of one of Justice League’s best episodes, and the catalyst for the Cadmus
conspiracy in JLU. I chose to have Batman facing away in shame, as he was shown to never fully be on board
with the Lords’ actions, and left out their Flash as his only appearance was as a Brainiac construct for a brief
Reverse Flash nod in “Divided We Fall.”

We can do better than that.

You’re not my REAL dad!

The panel of Robin punching Batman notably calls back to his departure from the Bat-family as seen in the
New Batman Adventures episode “Old Wounds,” as well as the third issue of B
 atman Adventures: The Lost
Years.
I chose to put Batman in his Justice League/Unlimited look for two reasons. For one, many pieces of evidence
sprinkled throughout the DCAU point to the T
 NBA and JL suits being one and the same (artistically, Batman’s
look switches back and forth multiple times over the course of the DCAU timeline’s 2000s). Secondly, though I
prefer the comic’s version with Batman (and Batgirl, for that matter) portrayed in their B
 TAS-era suits, I’m of
the mindset that “animation trumps all else” when it comes to continuity and other nerdy factors no one but me
cares about, so since Batman was in his TNBA suit in the episode, he’s in that suit here.

Wonder Woman’s birth was something never shown on screen, but alluded to in the J ustice League Unlimited
episode “The Balance,” when Diana insists she was molded from clay by her mother Hippolyta and
subsequently given life by the Gods, while Hades adds that he actually helped in the molding process (which
sounds really creepy and bizarre to say out loud). It’s never confirmed, but the inclusion of Hades in making
Diana who she is (literally) is indeed “tainting” her legacy.

What DID she ever see in him?

The final chunks of this page showcase the betrayal of John Stewart and the Justice League on the part of
Shayera Hol/Hawkgirl, as well as Superman’s brainwashed invasion of humanity in his series’ two-part finale.
Superman’s “Destroyed” caption is actually a double reference, as this episode was titled “Legacy,” and the
first main story arc of Legacies is titled “Destroyed,” dealing with the follow-up to the Apokolips-centric event of
the JLU finale, “Destroyer.”

Great.

Our big splash page in #0 was full to the brim with callbacks and references to major events or characters from
the DC Animated Universe, as well as a few moments snuck in from what readers can expect in future
Legacies issues. I’ll go through them one by one...

The death of the Joker, Batman Beyond: Return of the Joker

Batman’s defining moment of failure, “Rebirth,” B
 atman Beyond

The A.M.A.Z.O. android, a multi-layered character featured in J ustice League/Unlimited

Amanda Waller’s hand on a chess piece, alluding to upcoming Checkmate appearances in L
 egacies

Sinestro and Kyle Rayner square off, “In Brightest Day…” S
 uperman: the Animated Series

Chronos watches the timestream unravel, “The Once and Future Thing,” J ustice League Unlimited

The formation of the League, “Secret Origins,” J ustice League

The Phantasm: an original DCAU character and defining element of Batman’s life, M
 ask of the Phantasm

Blight/Derek Powers, Terry McGinnis’ archnemesis, Batman Beyond

Batman and Talia trudge through the desert in a still-to-come Legacies story

A Legion of Super-Heroes flight ring, STAS and JLU

The Flash faces Lex Luthor/Brainiac, “Divided We Fall,” J ustice League Unlimited

Wonder Woman’s invisible jet, Justice League Unlimited

Static and Gear, Static Shock

“The breach” above Neo-Gotham, featured in the very next issue of L
 egacies

Batwoman: a one-time character with a nonetheless memorable design, M
 ystery of the Batwoman

Zeta and Ro, specifically referencing a moment from the show’s intro, T
 he Zeta Project

Superman’s future-era symbol, “The Call,” B
 atman Beyond

Darkseid, ruler of Apokolips, STAS and JL/U

And last...a feather? WHAT COULD IT MEAN?!

The inclusion of the Phantom Stranger was something we decided on rather late in the game. Years and years
ago, I had begun work on a JLU fanfiction that featured the constant narration of an unseen, all-knowing voice
that would eventually be revealed to be Amazo. Early drafts of Legacies outlines tossed out ideas of having
Metron be a guiding voiceover for the comic, due to his importance in the finale of J ustice League Unlimited.
But when it came down to it, the Phantom Stranger became the perfect choice because A. We hadn’t seen him
in the DCAU before save for one appearance in the B
 atman: Gotham Adventures title and a handful of
appearances in the spin-off, non-canon Justice League Unlimited comic, B. We didn’t have to rely on someone
doing an impression of an already-voiced character when it came to p
 romotional videos for Legacies, and C.
Because he looked cool and I wanted to draw him, several times.
My friend and fellow comic enthusiast, artist, and actor T
 yler Ankenman provides the voice of the Phantom
Stranger when needed, and he does a fantastic job of capturing the piety and mystery of the character. It was
a bit of a gamble to feature an “unknown” as the heart of the series, but we believe readers will quickly grow to
appreciate the character if they haven’t already.

In the final moments of the issue, the Hand of the Creator (seen in the J LU arc “The Once and Future Thing”)
crashes through the shards of reality to initiate “the big bang” and set the universe into motion.

He’s got the whole world in his hand.

The shards of glass themselves are a nod to imagery from C
 risis on Infinite Earths and Infinite Crisis.

...and finally, we have the Neo-Gotham breach sky again, floating toward the reader in the last moment of the
issue, transitioning into #1, “The Beginning of the End.” See? “The beginning?” It says it right there in the
caption. We’re so clever.
PHEW!
That was a lot to get through. If you made it all the way, congratulations. Though this debut issue was only 6
pages, it is overflowing with Easter eggs, and it was a very fun issue to see come together in the end despite
how much I hated myself while drawing it.
We’ll be putting these retrospectives out on occasion until we catch up with the current issue, then we will
continue with these as they become relevant. So stay tuned, and thanks for reading!

http://www.legaciesdcau.com
Various screenshots and images courtesy of The World’s Finest.

